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As we move in the environment, attention shifts to novel objects of interest based on either their sensory salience 

or behavioral value (reorienting). This study measures with magnetoencephalography (MEG) different properties 

(amplitude, onset-to-peak duration) of event-related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) of oscillatory 

activity during a visuospatial attention task designed to separate activity related to reorienting vs. maintaining 

attention to the same location, controlling for target detection and response processes. The oscillatory activity 

was measured both in fMRI-defined regions of interest (ROIs) of the dorsal attention (DAN) and visual (VIS) 

networks, previously defined as task-relevant in the same subjects, or whole-brain in a pre-defined set of cortical 

ROIs encompassing the main brain networks. 

Reorienting attention (shift cues) as compared to maintaining attention (stay cues) produced a temporal 

sequence of ERD/ERS modulations at multiple frequencies in specific anatomical regions/networks. An early 

( ∼330 ms), stronger, transient theta ERS occurred in task-relevant (DAN, VIS) and control networks (VAN, CON, 

FPN), possibly reflecting an alert/reset signal in response to the cue. A more sustained, behaviorally relevant, 

low-beta band ERD peaking ∼450 ms following shift cues ( ∼410 for stay cues) localized in frontal and parietal 

regions of the DAN. This modulation is consistent with a control signal re-routing information across visual 

hemifields. Contralateral vs. ipsilateral shift cues produced in occipital visual regions a stronger, sustained alpha 

ERD (peak ∼470 ms) and a longer, transient high beta/gamma ERS (peak ∼490 ms) related to preparatory visual 

modulations in advance of target occurrence. 

This is the first description of a cascade of oscillatory processes during attentional reorienting in specific 

anatomical regions and networks. Among these processes, a behaviorally relevant beta desynchronization in the 

FEF is likely associated with the control of attention shifts. 
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. Introduction 

The successful exploration of a visual scene requires a balance be-

ween boosting information processing at one location and shifting at-

ention to other locations ( Corbetta et al., 2002 , 2008 ). Maintaining and

hifting attention are fundamental control operations that depend on

nteracting cortical and subcortical circuitries ( Fiebelkorn et al., 2018 ),

hose underlying neural mechanisms are still poorly understood. 

Two decades of functional MRI studies support the hypothesis that

 dorsal frontoparietal attention network (DAN) exerts top-down mod-

lation over the activity of visual (VIS) regions during stimulus- or
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oal-driven attentional orienting. i.e. when attention moves to a loca-

ion or object of interest ( Kastner et al., 1999 ; Hopfinger et al., 2000 ;

ressler et al., 2008 ; Spadone et al., 2015 ). Conversely, a ventral fron-

oparietal attention network (VAN) is jointly recruited with the DAN

uring reorienting , i.e. when attention shifts to a novel location of inter-

st ( Corbetta et al., 2008 ). Orienting and reorienting are spatially segre-

ated in the DAN where medial parietal regions are involved in shifting

ttention , whereas lateral parietal regions are involved in maintaining at-

ention to a relevant spatial location ( Shulman et al., 2009 ; Capotosto

t al., 2013 ). 

While spatial patterns of task activation are suggestive of specific

ttention processes, the low temporal resolution of fMRI is not able to
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escribe the dynamics of human attention at high temporal resolution,

hich requires techniques like electroencephalography (EEG) or mag-

etoencephalography (MEG). However, these methods have been typi-

ally deployed by looking at the whole-brain level only at a subset of

he relevant frequency-specific oscillations. The orienting of attention

as been correlated with two main oscillatory mechanisms in parieto-

ccipital cortex ( Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010 ; Gregoriou et al., 2015 ): a

re-stimulus event-related desynchronization (ERD) in alpha/beta ( 𝛼/ 𝛽)

ands, a putative correlate of preparatory processes ( Thut et al., 2006 ),

nd a post-stimulus event-related synchronization (ERS) in the gamma

 𝛾) band, a putative correlate of top-down modulation of sensory infor-

ation ( Siegel et al., 2008 ; Bauer et al., 2014 ). Even fewer studies have

nvestigated oscillatory activity during reorienting ( Sauseng et al., 2005 ;

aitch et al., 2013 ; Proskovec et al., 2018 ). This behavior has been as-

ociated with a delayed alpha (and beta) band ERD in posterior regions

 Sauseng et al., 2005 ; Proskovec et al., 2018 ), and a more widespread

ncrease of power in the theta band ( Proskovec et al., 2018 ). Theta syn-

hronization during reorienting is also supported in both DAN and VAN

egions by electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings from human sub-

ects monitored intracranially for epilepsy ( Daitch et al., 2013 ). 

Importantly, from a psychological and task analysis standpoint, the

eorienting response involves multiple processes. For instance, in the

lassic Posner paradigm ( Sauseng et al., 2005 ; Daitch et al., 2013 ;

roskovec et al., 2018 ), the reorienting response, triggered by the pre-

entation of targets at unattended locations, includes additional pro-

esses such as the violation of expectancy (invalid targets are necessarily

ess frequent than valid targets), target detection, and motor prepara-

ion/response. The co-occurrence of multiple cognitive operations con-

ounds the specificity with which attention processes can be localized. 

To summarize: different studies point to alpha and beta desynchro-

ization in posterior regions during orienting/reorienting of attention,

nd a separate theta synchronization for reorienting. However, the

aveform parameters (amplitude, latency, onset-to-peak duration) un-

erlying pure reorienting responses and their behavioral relevance have

ever been jointly investigated. Moreover, no study to date examined

hese mechanisms vis-à-vis the extant fMRI literature. 

Our study presents three important innovations as compared

o the extant literature. First, our continuous attention paradigm

 Shulman et al., 2009 ) isolates attention processes (maintain-

ng/reorienting) from target- and response-related activity ( Capotosto

t al., 2013 , 2015 ; Spadone et al., 2015 ). Second, our high tempo-

al resolution MEG data were obtained from fMRI-defined attention-

pecific regions, as well as at the whole-brain level. This strategy links

lectrophysiological mechanisms to fMRI networks with high precision.

hirdly, we analyzed, as a trial unfolds, the time course of multiple

requency-specific modulations linking significant electrophysiological

odulations to behavioral performance. 

We test specific hypotheses based on our model of attention

 Corbetta et al., 2008 ), and previous electrophysiological results

 Sauseng et al., 2005 ; Daitch et al., 2013 ; Proskovec et al., 2018 ). In

eneral, we predict that different reorienting-related processes shall un-

old concurrently in time, even within the same network or region.

pecifically, based on the joint role of the DAN and VAN in reorient-

ng and related theta-specific synchronization ( Daitch et al., 2013 ), we

redict an increase of oscillatory power at lower frequencies in the

arly phases of re-orienting. This signal may correspond to the pos-

ulated ‘circuit-breaker’ or ‘network’ reset signal interrupting the cur-

ent attention state ( Corbetta et al., 2008 ). As the focus of attention

oves and begins to engage a new location, the fMRI studies indicate

he recruitment of fronto-parietal regions of the DAN. Specifically, the

rontal eye field (FEF) is one of the core regions given the link between

vert (oculomotor) and covert attention signals ( Rizzolatti et al., 1987 ;

orbetta, 1998 ). Based on animal ( Buschman and Miller, 2007 ) and hu-

an studies ( Sauseng et al., 2005 ; Siegel et al., 2008 ; Jensen and Maza-

eri, 2010 ; Proskovec et al., 2018 ) we predict prominent beta (pos-

ibly alpha) modulations tracking the movement (shift) of attention.
2 
inally, the engagement of the DAN leads to the development of top-

own > bottom-up interactions with visual cortical regions for selection

f attended stimuli and filtering of unattended stimuli ( Bressler et al.,

008 ; Spadone et al., 2015 ; Meehan et al., 2017 ). This sensory-driven

ttentional modulation shall correspond to asymmetric modulations of

and 𝛾 activity in the contralateral visual cortex ( Fries et al., 2001 ;

iegel et al., 2008 ; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010 ). 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Continuous attention paradigm 

Stimuli were generated using the MATLAB Psychtoolbox-3 and con-

isted of two drifting Gabor patches constantly presented on the left and

ight locations over a light gray background, with the following param-

ters: 2 cycles/° spatial frequency, 0.7 °/s drift rate, 3° diameter, 5.5°

ccentricity from central fixation. Participants were instructed to main-

ain fixation on a central cross while covertly directing attention to one

f the two patches. The to-be-attended location was indicated by the

ppearance of a cue consisting of a 300 ms isoluminant change in the

atch color after which the stimulus turned gray. During the cue period,

oth patches were colored (pink, cyan) but only one color was relevant

or cueing (e.g. pink) that was shown at the beginning of both task runs

nd counterbalanced across runs. If the relevant color appeared in the

ame location compared to the previous one, the attention had to be

aintained (stay cue) in that location. If, however, the relevant color

ppeared in the opposite location, attention had to be shifted (shift cue)

o the new location ( Fig. 1 A). This paradigm was chosen to exploit the

enefit of exogenous cueing, which allows investigating maintenance

s. shifting of attention while reducing a strong contralateral sensory

esponse triggered by the presentation of a single peripheral cue. Cue lo-

ation correctly predicted with 80% probability the location of targets,

onsisting of a 150 ms change in the orientation of one patch (clock-

ise/anticlockwise), but did not predict when the target would appear.

fter each cue, either zero, one, or two targets could be presented, en-

ouraging subjects to continuously attend to the cued location. Targets

ould not occur earlier than 1 s after a cue, to provide enough time

or post-cue (e.g., ERD/ERS) analyses, and cues could not occur earlier

han 2 s after a target, to provide enough time for a motor response.

ubjects were instructed to detect and discriminate orientation changes

s fast as possible by pressing a right/left button on a response box with

heir right hand. Targets occurred on average every 11 s and cues ap-

eared at random intervals between 4 and 6 s. These parameters, used

o generate two pseudorandom sequences of stimuli, were the same as

ur previous EEG-TMS studies ( Capotosto et al., 2013 , 2015 ). Finally,

ach of the two pseudorandom stimulus sequences was designed using

hree blocks of attention task (each lasting 300 s) interleaved by a 15 s

eriod of fixation, which was used to minimize fatigue and drop of at-

ention. The stimulus sequence also included a 30 s period of fixation at

he beginning of the run. 

.2. Subject selection and study protocols 

Subject enrollment was based on a preliminary behavioral session

imed at measuring task performance and monitoring eye position

uring task execution with an infrared eye-tracking system (Iscan etl-

00, RK-826 PCI). Only subjects showing a significant validity effect

valid > invalid) on target discrimination accuracy and able to maintain

entral fixation after both stay and shift cues were enrolled in the study

details can be found in Spadone et al. 2015 ; SI Materials and Methods).

fter the selection procedure, a total of 20 right-handed (Edinburgh In-

entory) healthy volunteers with no previous psychiatric or neurological

istory participated in the MEG study after providing written informed

onsent according to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Associa-

ion and to the Ethics Committee at the University of Chieti. From this
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Fig. 1. Paradigm, ROIs and ERD/ERSgrams. 

(A) Example of the display sequence in the vi- 

suospatial attention task. (B) Voxelwise map of 

the contrast between BOLD activity for shift vs. 

stay cues (reorienting effect) that isolated DAN 

TxT regions together with the right TPJ in the 

VAN. (C) Voxelwise map of the contrast be- 

tween activity for left vs. right cues (contralat- 

eral effect) that isolated VIS LxT regions. (D-E) 

Group average time-frequency plots during the 

post-cue period for the two sets of ROIs (DAN 

TxT, D, and VIS LxT, E), separately for the four 

possible cue conditions [ipsilateral stay (STi), 

contralateral stay (STc), ipsilateral shift (SHi) 

and contralateral shift (SHc) to the ROI]. 
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ample 2 subjects were excluded in the preprocessing step; thus the fol-

owing analyses are related to 18 subjects (age range = 19–28 y old;

3 females). The same subjects also participated in our previous fMRI

tudy ( Spadone et al., 2015 ). The original sample size of the fMRI study

onsisted of 21 subjects, but 1 subject was excluded due to the incompat-

bility of the head size with the MEG helmet. Subjects underwent a MEG

ession including 3 resting state (fixation) runs lasting 5 min each, fol-

owed by two runs of the visuospatial attention task, each lasting about

6 min. The visuospatial attention task lasted for ∼32 min (16 min × 2

uns). The order of the two task runs was counterbalanced across sub-

ects. In this work, we present only results on the visuospatial attention

ask. 

.3. MEG recordings and eye movement monitoring 

MEG signals were recorded by the multi-channel MEG system in-

talled at the University of Chieti and consisting of 153 dc-SQUID

ntegrated magnetometers ( Della Penna et al., 2000 ; Pizzella et al.,

001 ). Magnetic fields were continuously acquired at a 1025 Hz sam-

ling rate while participants performed the resting state and the visu-

spatial attention sessions. The magnetic signals were simultaneously

ecorded with two orthogonal electrocardiographic and two orthogo-

al electrooculographic (EOG) channels that were used for offline arti-

act rejection and to monitor horizontal eye movements. The head po-

ition relative to the MEG sensors was detected after each run by five

oils placed on the scalp, whose positions were digitized together with

natomical landmarks. Moreover, to provide the anatomical reference

o build the volume conductor for MEG data analysis, each subject un-

erwent a high-resolution structural image using a sagittal M-PRAGE

1-weighted sequence (TR = 8.14 ms, TE = 3.7 ms, flip angle = 8°, voxel

ize = 1 × 1 × 1 mm 

3 ). During the recordings participants were com-

ortably seated and watched the stimuli presented via an LCD projec-
3 
or placed outside the magnetically shielded room, projecting images

n a pair of 45° mirrors and a translucent screen positioned inside the

hielded room in front of the subject. Subjects responded using a LU-

INA LU400 Response Pad (Cedrus Corporation). 

.4. Behavioral data and eye movement analysis during MEG experiment 

During the MEG experiment, we further verified that subjects main-

ained the same capacity to carry out the task as in the preliminary

ehavioral session selecting the experimental group, by evaluating the

resence of a validity effect and the continuous maintenance of cen-

ral fixation. Specifically, we performed paired t-tests over subjects to

ompare reaction times and discrimination accuracy between valid and

nvalid targets. Moreover, we analyzed the event-related time courses

f horizontal eye position time-locked to the presentation of cues. To

his aim, EOG signals were converted in degrees of visual angle using

he calibration factor obtained from calibration runs recorded at the be-

inning and the end of each visuospatial attention run. To improve the

NR in the EOG signals, we removed the high-frequency noise and the

aseline drift from the horizontal and vertical signals. We removed the

rst noise source through the application of a median filter. For the latter

oise source, we applied a multilevel 1-D wavelet decomposition at level

ine using Daubechies wavelets ( Bulling et al., 2011 ). The reconstructed

ecomposition coefficients, providing a baseline drift estimation, were

ubtracted from the original signals, considerably reducing the drift off-

et. Moreover, intervals across eye-blinks were removed from the hori-

ontal EOG. To this aim, we first identified the eye-blinks peaks on the

ertical EOG, through statistical analysis (mean + 2std), and the blink

uration across these peaks through the analysis of the signal deriva-

ive. Then, the residual drift was reduced detrending the signals over

 s epochs following each cue, corresponding to the minimum inter-

ue interval. The horizontal eye position time courses, locked to the
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resentation of cues, were estimated in the same interval used to ana-

yze source activities (0–800 ms post-cue interval). Finally, the ability

o maintain central fixation during the MEG experiment was quantified

or each experimental condition through one-sample t-tests against 0

no deviation) on the mean values estimated over the post-cue interval.

.5. Data preprocessing and ROI selection 

The quality of MEG signals was inspected to remove time epochs

ith excessive noise ( Larson-Prior et al., 2013 ). Two subjects were ex-

luded from further analyses in the preprocessing step, due to abnormal

rtifacts and technical problems. Then, MEG signals were analyzed by

pplying the pipeline based on independent components analysis (ICA)

 Mantini et al., 2011 ; Spadone et al., 2012 ) that separates artifactual

rom brain-related independent components (IC). For each IC, the sen-

or map was projected in the source space using a weighted minimum-

orm least squares (WMNLS) approach implemented in Curry 6.0 (Com-

umedics Neuroscan, El Paso, TX, USA). This step was performed us-

ng the co-registered individual anatomical images to obtain a realistic

ead model sampled through 4 mm side isotropic voxels. The individ-

al source maps were then normalized to the Montreal Neurological

nstitute brain template (MNI 152). Finally, voxel-level vector activi-

ies were obtained from each region of interest by linearly combining

he non-artifactual IC time courses weighted by the related source map

alues [as in Sebastiani et al. 2014 ]. Specifically, the source-space sig-

als were computed for voxels corresponding to the centroids of two

ets of regions of interest (ROIs), selected on the same subjects from the

voked response during cue in our previous fMRI study ( Spadone et al.,

015 ). This selection was obtained through a voxel-wise ANOVA with

ue Type (stay, shift), Cue Location (left, right), and Time (MR frames)

s factors. The Cue Type by Time interaction map identified regions

hat exhibited a shift-related (shift > stay) modulation, regardless of cue

ocation. Specifically, a strong shift-related response was identified in

ore regions of the dorsal attention network (DAN from the Cue Type

y Time contrast map - TxT, Figs. 1 B, S1): the superior parietal lob-

le (SPL), the dorsal aspect of the human frontal eye fields (dFEF) and

he posterior intraparietal sulcus (pIPS). A significant response occurred

lso in the right TPJ, a core region of the VAN, as predicted by the model

 Corbetta et al., 2008 ). 

The Cue Location by Time interaction map identified regions that

esponded in a spatially selective manner independent of cue type

contralateral > ipsilateral) in occipital regions of the visual network (VIS

rom Cue Location by Time contrast map - LxT, Figs. 1 C, S1): the ventral

corresponding to visual V4–V8), dorsal (corresponding to V3a–V7), and

ateral occipital regions (corresponding to the human middle temporal

isual area, MT). When associating fMRI ROI with MEG source posi-

ions, spheres with a radius of a few mm (compatible with our voxel

ize – 4 mm) and centered in the centroid of the fMRI ROI can be used.

his represents a compromise accounting for the different spatial res-

lution of the two techniques and the inherent source displacement in

MRI, which is related to vascular and not electrophysiological sources.

sing the MEG voxel activities with the closest positions to the centroid

f the fMRI ROIs is consistent with previous works associating MEG ac-

ivity to fMRI ROIs ( Torquati et al., 2005 ; Favaretto et al., 2021 ). 

In summary, these fMRI analyses identify two sets of regions: “con-

rol ” regions of the DAN/VAN involved in orienting/reorienting, irre-

pective of hemifield, and sensory processing regions of the visual sys-

em showing a hemifield-specific visual modulation. 

.6. Time-frequency analysis 

We ran time-frequency analyses on cue epochs, from − 500 ms to

250 ms after the trigger, to investigate the effect of maintaining and

hifting visuospatial attention across hemifields on MEG rhythms. First,

ue trials including time epochs removed during the quality check were

ejected. Following this step, given an ROI centroid, an average number
4 
f 88( ± 2) cues per condition (i.e. ipsilateral stay, contralateral stay,

psilateral shift, contralateral shift to the ROI centroid) was available

or the spectral analysis. Before running the time-frequency analysis,

or each cue type and each orthogonal direction of the vector activity,

he average event-related activity phase-locked to the cue onset was re-

oved to extract the non-phase-locked rhythms. The removal was per-

ormed applying a standard procedure based on an adaptive algorithm

sing orthogonal projections ( Della Penna et al., 2004 ). This method as-

umes invariance of the shape but not of the amplitude of the evoked

esponse across trials. Thus, the trial-averaged evoked response to cues

s adaptively regressed out from each trial. Next, the time-frequency

epresentations (TFRs, which are time courses of the power spectrum

ensity) were estimated using the Morlet wavelets for each trial, activ-

ty direction, ROI centroid, and subject. The frequency and temporal

ins were 1 Hz and 1 ms respectively. Since we were interested in an-

lyzing rhythm modulations in a large range of frequencies (4:50 Hz),

he width of the wavelet expressed in number of cycles was not fixed

ut varied as a linear function of frequency, according to: 

idth = 7 + 

f requency − 10 
4 

(2)

hese parameters were selected to set the width at about 7 in the alpha

and, as this value corresponds to a good balance between temporal and

requency resolutions ( Jensen et al., 2002 ; Spadone et al., 2020 ) and to

xtend this balance to the whole frequency interval. To obtain the to-

al TFR for each ROI centroid, the TFRs were summed across the three

irections of vector activity and averaged across trials involving homol-

gous cues. For all the total TFRs, we computed the event-related desyn-

hronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) as a function of frequency and

ime as instantaneous percentage power variations after cues (E) com-

ared to the mean power in a baseline period (R) of 300 ms prior the

resentation of cues, according to ERD ∕ ERS ( t, f )(%) = 

E( t, f )− 𝑅 (f) 
R(f) ∗ 100 . We

how ERD/ERSgrams averaged across subjects ( Fig. 1 D, E). 

Finally, for each physiological frequency band, we identified the in-

ividual most reactive frequency (i.e. the frequency bin with the largest

RD/ERS peak) and we analyzed the individual onset, latencies, and am-

litudes of ERD/ERS peaks to investigate the effect of attention condi-

ions on the dynamics of rhythm modulations. The frequency boundaries

efining the physiological bands, chosen according to the EEG/MEG lit-

rature ( Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001 ), were: 𝜃 = 4:8 Hz; 𝛼 = 8:15 Hz;

ow- 𝛽= 15:26 Hz; high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 = 20:50 Hz. Of note, the 𝛽 (usually showing

RD after spatial cues) and 𝛾 (showing ERS) bands partially overlap

ince the typical range of these bands was expanded to account for in-

ividual variability of the most reactive frequency across all the ROI

entroids and subjects. An automatic procedure searched for the tem-

oral and spectral position of the maximum ERD/ERS within a band.

he interval for searching ERD/ERS peaks was (90, + 800 ms) after cue

nsets. We excluded the last part of the trial intervals as they could

e contaminated by target occurrence (target could not occur before to

 s after a cue and the cue-target interval was on average 2.1 s). More-

ver, the time interval used to estimate the TFRs was larger than the

ne used for the analysis of power modulations, to avoid contamina-

ion of the wavelet edge effect. When inspecting the individual total

FRs, we noticed that multiple power peaks and troughs could appear

t a given frequency band, corresponding to multiple ERD/ERS peaks.

n some cases, due to a lower SNR, the amplitude of the multiple peaks

ould differ only slightly, making it difficult to identify the real latency

f the ERD/ERS. Due to this variability, a valid ERD/ERS peak could

lso occur before the one selected by the automatic procedure. We thus

ntroduced an adaptive threshold for each frequency band, above which

he procedure searched for the first local peak, which could also not cor-

espond to the absolute minimum/maximum: 

HR = 

( 

1 − 

relERD ∕ ERS 
100 

) 

⋅ |ABS _ M | (3) 

here ABS_M represents the absolute minimum/maximum amplitude

f the ERD/ERS at the corresponding frequency band and relERD/ERS
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epresents the relative error of ERD/ERS. To estimate this error, we used

he propagation of the relative errors of E and R on the ERD/ERS for-

ula. Notably, both these relative errors were assumed to be the same

nd were computed as the relative errors on the total TFR estimate

relE = relR). We thus estimate the relative error in the baseline epoch

relR), where no effects of the task should affect the mean power den-

ity which should be assumed constant. Specifically, relR was the ra-

io between the standard deviation across trials in the baseline epoch

nd the R in the ERD/ERS formula. For all the extracted peaks, at the

RD/ERS responsive frequency, we also detected the onset of desyn-

hronization/synchronization, as the last zero-crossing before reaching

he ERD/ERS peak, and we computed the onset-to-peak duration as the

ifference between peak latency and onset. Finally, we computed the

etwork average value as the average of ERD/ERS properties across

OIs centroids belonging to each functional network (DAN from TxT,

IS from LxT). 

.7. Statistical analysis 

We run the statistical analysis on the ERD/ERS properties averaged

ver ROI centroids belonging to each network [DAN from TxT and VIS

rom LxT ( Spadone et al., 2015 )]. We tested the effect of the specific

xperimental condition (stay ipsilateral, stay contralateral, shift ipsilat-

ral, shift contralateral to ROI) on ERD/ERS properties [onset, peak am-

litude, and latency, and ERD/ERS onset-to-peak duration (peak latency

inus onset)] for each frequency band. Specifically, we used repeated-

easures ANOVAs with the network (DAN, VIS), cue Type (Stay, Shift),

nd Cue Side (ipsilateral or contralateral to ROI) as factors. We looked

or differences of ERD/ERS peak amplitude as they can be associated

ith increased or reduced involvement in a condition compared to the

thers, and for differences of ERD/ERS latency and of onset-to-peak du-

ation as a measure of processing time. Finally, we analyzed the tem-

oral sequence of the obtained rhythm modulations in the different

requency bands. To this aim, one-way ANOVAs with frequency band

s a factor ( 𝜃, 𝛼, low- 𝛽, high- 𝛽/ 𝛾) were computed on ERD/ERS onset-

o-peak duration and peak latency during shifts of attention. Of note,

efore comparing these parameters, we rescaled the ERD/ERS onset-

o-peak duration of each frequency band to the corresponding wavelet

uration, to consider the different spread due to the variable wavelet

uration across frequencies. Furthermore, since different wavelet dura-

ions could also affect the comparison of ERD/ERS properties within a

articularly wideband (e.g., gamma), we demonstrated the absence of

 systematic switch of the responsive frequencies across cueing condi-

ions within each frequency band using three-way ANOVAs with net-

ork (DAN, VIS), Cue Type (Stay, Shift) and Cue Side (ipsilateral or

ontralateral to ROI) as factors (all ps > 0.05). 

.8. Brain-behavior analyses 

To assess the behavioral significance of the oscillatory modulations

pecifically associated with the control of attentional reorienting in the

AN, we tested whether the parameters describing the power modula-

ions involving the Cue Type factor (i.e. ERD onset-to-peak duration in

he 𝛽 band) were associated with the subsequent target performance.

irst, we estimated the Pearson correlation ( p < 0.05) between modu-

ations of ERD/ERS properties in response to shift versus stay cues (i.e.

hift-stay ERD onset-to-peak duration of DAN ROIs in the 𝛽 band) and

arget discrimination accuracy (shift vs. stay cues) across subjects. Then,

e performed a brain-behavior analysis focused on the modulation of

oscillations following shift cues and preceding valid targets observed

n the FEF. At the individual level, we separated shift trials into two

roups according to target discrimination reaction times (RTs) using a

edian split (slower vs. faster discrimination). We then estimated the

RD parameters in the beta band from the FEF for slow and fast trials

nd we tested the significance of their difference through a paired t -test

cross subjects. 
5 
.9. Control analysis on spatial specificity of frequency-specific 

odulations 

To test the spatial distribution and specificity of reorienting-related

odulations, an extended whole-brain analysis using a large set of ROI

entroids was conducted separately for each band. ROIs were selected

rom a previously published set of 169 ROIs ( Baldassarre et al., 2014 )

emoving the sub-cortical regions and obtaining 158 ROIs. These repre-

ent the nodes of nine well characterized resting-state networks: Dorsal-

ttention (DAN), Ventral Attention (VAN), Somatomotor (SMN), Vi-

ual (VIS), Auditory (AN), Language (LAN), Default Mode (DMN), Fron-

oParietal (FPN), Control (CO). The fMRI-defined ROIs used in the main

nalysis (DAN from TxT and VIS from LxT) replaced the corresponding

OIs in this extended set. For each ROI centroid, we evaluated the effect

f reorienting on ERD/ERS parameters that were significantly modu-

ated in the main analysis (i.e., peak amplitude for theta and alpha band,

he onset-to-peak duration for beta and low-gamma band). To avoid the

nclusion of possible random effects due to noise, we thresholded the

RD/ERS using individually estimated errors on the TFR (as relERD/ERS

n Eq. (3) ). For all the regions, paired t-tests were applied over subjects to

ompare ERD/ERS parameters across conditions ( p < 0.05). For each fre-

uency band of interest, the group average differences between relevant

onditions of ERD/ERS parameters (e.g. shift vs. stay, or contralateral

s. ipsilateral cues) were displayed over the set of ROI centroids using

 network visualization tool (BrainNet Viewer Xia et al. 2013 ). Region

entroids were represented as spheres on the lateral and dorsal views

f an MNI brain. Different colors represented increases or decreases of

RD/ERS parameters between conditions whereas different sizes rep-

esented significant and not significant differences between conditions.

urthermore, for each frequency band, we show the bar plot illustrat-

ng the mean of the ERD/ERS parameters across the nodes belonging to

ach functional network. For all the networks, paired t-tests were con-

ucted over subjects to compare ERD/ERS parameters across conditions

 p < 0.05). 

. Results 

.1. Behavioral data and eye movement results during MEG experiment 

Paired t-tests were conducted over subjects to compare reaction

imes and discrimination accuracy between valid and invalid targets.

s expected, subjects were more rapid ( p = 2 ∙10 − 5 ) and accurate

 p = 3 ∙10 − 4 ) to discriminate targets at the attended vs. unattended lo-

ations, an indication of a positive modulation by spatial attention on

erformance. Subjects could maintain central fixation during the MEG

xperiment. Specifically, mean values across subjects after the baseline

eriod were 0.01° ± 0.03° (mean ± standard error) and 0.00° ± 0.03° for

ight and left stay cues and 0.01° ± 0.04° and 0.01° ± 0.03° for right and

eft shift cues (where negative numbers refer to a leftward movement).

mportantly, one-sample t-tests against 0 (no deviation) on the mean

alues estimated over 800 ms post-cue showed no significant deviation

rom the fixation cross for each experimental condition (all ps > 0.05). 

.2. MEG results 

We measured multiple frequency-specific modulations of event-

elated desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) induced by dif-

erent cueing conditions (ipsilateral stay, contralateral stay, ipsilateral

hift, contralateral shift to the ROI) in the DAN and VIS network. Fig. 1 D,

 show DAN (VIS) ERD/ERS 2D plots obtained from averaging signals

cross ROI centroids defined in specific fMRI contrast maps on the same

ubjects ( Spadone et al., 2015 ): for the DAN, cue Type by Time (TxT)

 Figs. 1 B, S1), and the VIS, cue Location by Time (LxT) ( Figs. 1 C, S1). 

Both DAN and VIS showed a power increase in the 𝜃 [4–8 Hz] band

 ∼30%, group average of ERS peak), a decrease in the 𝛼 [8–15 Hz]

 ∼40%, group average of ERD peak) and low- 𝛽 [15–26 Hz] ( ∼30%)
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ands, and an increase in the high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 [20–50 Hz] ( ∼30%). In the VIS

egions this high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 power increase was even stronger ( ∼40%). 

Next, to isolate modulations related to attentional processes, we eval-

ated differences in ERD/ERS properties [onset, peak amplitude, and la-

ency, and ERD/ERS onset-to-peak duration (peak latency minus onset)]

cross cueing conditions using separate repeated-measures ANOVAs,

ith Network (DAN, VIS), Cue Type (Stay, Shift) and Cue Side (con-

ralateral, ipsilateral to ROI) on each ERD/ERS parameter and frequency

and. Given our interest in the reorienting response, only the main ef-

ect of Cue Type and its interaction with other factors will be presented.

or each frequency band, we show the significant effects through (i) vi-

lin plots, to represent the distribution of individual values of ERD/ERS

roperties extracted from single ROI centroids and averaged across ROIs

elonging to each functional network; and (ii) group-averaged wave-

orms of power modulations, used for graphical purposes since the re-

ults of our statistical analyses were based on individual data. Since

he analysis of peak latency and onset-to-peak duration yielded similar

esults, we only report the results of the analysis of ERD/ERS onset-to-

eak duration. We found frequency-specific modulations of ERD/ERS

roperties that were common, but also highly spatially specific in the

wo networks, and that overlapped in time after the onset of the cue, as

escribed below. 

To test that the results reported at the ROI level were indeed specific

t the whole-brain level, ERD/ERS modulation were also measured in a

arger set of fMRI-defined ROIs covering the whole brain and multiple

etworks (DAN, VAN, SMN, VIS, AN, LAN, DMN, FPN, CO). 

Herein, we first discuss the major frequency-specific modulations,

hen their temporal sequence during a trial ( “different rhythm modula-

ions at different times during reorienting ”). 

.3. Low- 𝛽 ERD/ERS modulations in the DAN during shifts of attention 

The group average time-frequency ERD/ERS maps revealed a clear

esynchronization after cue onset in the low- 𝛽 band (15÷26 Hz), which

as stronger in Cue Type x Time DAN ROIs as compared to Location x

ime VIS ROIs ( Figs. 1 D, E, 2 B). The ERD peaked at about 400 ms and

emained sustained till 800 ms post-cue onset. The response in visual

egions was more transient ( Fig. 2 B). Notably, 𝛽 ERD lasted longer for

hift as compared to stay cues. This difference was quantified using a

hree-way ANOVA, which revealed a significant Network by Cue type

nteraction (F 1,17 = 4.9, p < 0.05) on ERD onset-to-peak duration. Impor-

antly, longer ERD following shift as compared to stay cues occurred

pecifically in DAN regions (Duncan post-hoc results, p < 0.05, Fig. 2 A,

). Similar effects were found for ERD latency. No significant differences

ere found on ERD peak amplitude (F 1,17 = 2.3, p > 0.05) or ERD onset

F 1,17 = 0.003, p > 0.05). The sustained 𝛽 ERD shift-related modulation in

he DAN is shown for one representative subject (Fig. S2) and averaged

cross subjects ( Fig. 2 B). 

We used a within-subject classification approach to test the possibil-

ty to predict the cue type (stay or shift) from the duration of the low-

eta ERD. Specifically, we extracted the onset-to-peak duration from

ow-beta ERD time courses, computed using blocks of twenty trials, and

andomly selected 100 blocks for each subject. The parameters extracted

rom the blocks were used as input for the classification analysis. A lin-

ar support vector machine (SVM) was trained on 75% of the randomly

elected blocks and tested on the remaining blocks. The procedure was

epeated 1000 times and the average classification accuracy was com-

uted for each subject. The average value across subjects was about

2% and significantly higher compared to the classification accuracy

omputed on the random assignment of the cue type ( p < 1 ∙10 − 5 ). This

nding demonstrates that is possible to predict the locus of attention

ased on the temporal parameter of the beta oscillations. In summary,

egions of the DAN showing a stronger response for shift than stay cues

n fMRI also show a more sustained 𝛽 ERD modulation. 

To verify that these ROI-driven analyses were not spatially biased,

he analysis was repeated on 158 ROIs from nine resting-state networks:
6 
AN, VAN, SMN, VIS, AN, LAN, DMN, FPN, and CO. Significant differ-

nces in 𝛽 ERD onset-to-peak duration for shift vs. stay cues ( p < 0.05,

arger spheres in Fig. 2 D) were localized in dorsal prefrontal and poste-

ior parietal regions of the DAN, specifically the fMRI localized FEF ROI,

djacent dorsal precentral cortex, and an intraparietal region, close yet

ot identical to the fMRI localized IPS ROI. When the analysis was re-

eated by averaging ROI-specific signals over networks ( Fig. 2 C) no sig-

ificant effects remained (all ps > 0.05), supporting the idea that 𝛽 ERD

uring reorienting was highly localized to some DAN regions, specifi-

ally the FEF. 

Since the dorsal precentral regions showing a shift > stay 𝛽 ERD mod-

lation overlapped with the motor cortical region activated by the key

ress to the target, we ran a control analysis to rule out the possi-

ility that such desynchronization was related to motor preparation

 Pfurtscheller, 1981 ). Accordingly, we selected the region of the mo-

or cortex ( x = − 38 y = − 31 z = 57, anterior 2.2 cm from the dor-

al precentral region) exhibiting the strongest target-related response in

ur previous fMRI study ( Spadone et al., 2015 ). The two-way ANOVAs

ith Cue Type and Cue Side as factors revealed no significant differ-

nces between stay and shift cues in both ERD parameters, amplitude

F 1,17 = 0.60, p > 0.05) and onset-to-peak duration (F 1,17 = 0.30, p > 0.05).

his control, therefore, rules out a motor preparation explanation of our

esults. 

Next, we tested whether the shift-related sustained 𝛽 ERD modula-

ion in FEF was reliable at the level of individual subjects. To answer

his issue, 𝛽 ERD onset-to-peak duration was extracted from single tri-

ls or from ERD time courses averaged over blocks of trials of different

umerosity (10, 15, 20 trials). For each subject and block numerosity,

00 trial blocks were randomly selected and used to test the significance

f the differences (shift vs. stay) through paired t-tests. The increase of

nset-to-peak duration was significant in 14 out/18 subjects using at

east 15 trials to estimate the time-frequency ERD/ERS responses and

he corresponding parameters. An individual ERD onset-to-peak dura-

ion for stay and shift cues averaged over blocks of 15 trials is shown in

ig. S3. At the single-trial level, the 𝛽 ERD modulation reached statistical

ignificance in half of the subjects. 

Finally, we examined the behavioral relevance of 𝛽 ERD modula-

ions. Across subjects sustained 𝛽 ERD for shift vs. stay correlated with

arget discrimination accuracy ( r = 0.70, p < 0.005, Bonferroni cor-

ected, scatterplot Fig. 3 A). Thus, subjects with more prolonged shift-

tay 𝛽 ERD in the DAN were more accurate in discriminating targets fol-

owing shift than stay cues. Moreover, we performed a brain-behavior

nalysis focused on the modulation of beta oscillation in the FEF follow-

ng shift cues and preceding valid targets. This analysis showed a signifi-

ant difference between the latency of the ERD peak between shift trials

ollowed by slower vs. faster target discrimination (see individual reac-

ion times in Fig. 3 B, divided into slow -red- and fast -blue- ones accord-

ng to the individual median split; the corresponding ERD latencies are

ompared in Fig. 3 C). Given that the ERD onset did not differ between

he two groups of shift trials, we associated the slower ERD with pro-

onged processing. Specifically, more prolonged ERD in the beta band

orresponded to faster target discrimination and vice-versa. 

In summary, spatial reorienting of attention (shift > stay cues) in-

reased the onset-to-peak duration of low- 𝛽 ERD in regions of the DAN,

specially FEF. This result is robust both at the whole-brain and at the

ingle-subject level. This modulation is also behaviorally relevant as a

ore prolonged 𝛽 de-synchronization was associated with better and

aster visual discrimination. 

.4. Distributed low-frequency modulations following reorienting cues 

A more widespread modulation occurred across multiple regions and

etworks when comparing signals for shift vs. stay cues. This modulation

as a shorter latency (peak ∼330 ms) ERS in the 𝜃 band across regions

f the DAN (TxT) and VIS (LxT)( Fig. 1 D, E). This 𝜃 synchronization was

tronger for shift than stay cues as quantified using a three-way ANOVA
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Fig. 2. DAN selective BETA power modu- 

lations. (A-B) A priori analysis on DAN TxT 

and VIS LxT. (A) Violin plots showing the 

distribution of ERD onset-to-peak duration in 

the 𝛽 band. The significant Network by Cue 

Type interaction is marked with and asterisk 

( p < 0.05). (B) Graphical (but not statistical) 

representation of the effects found in the 𝛽

band. We here show the group average wave- 

form of the power modulations in the 𝛽 band 

following stay (ST) and shift (SH) cues at the 

responsive frequency averaged across regions 

belonging to VIS LxT and DAN TxT, where er- 

ror ranges represent standard error. The Red 

line marks the group average onset of ERD. 

Notably, the ERD/ERS parameters were esti- 

mated for each ROI centroid and subject, then 

averaged across networks. (C-D) Whole-brain 

analysis. Bar plot showing network averaged 𝛽

ERD onset-to-peak duration following stay and 

shift cues (C) and their differences in the ex- 

tended set of ROIs represented by spheres on a 

standard brain in lateral and dorsal views. The 

color of the sphere indicates the difference and 

the size indicates the significant (large) and not 

significant (small) difference. Our a priori de- 

fined regions are highlighted with a black ar- 

row (DAN TxT with full arrows, VIS LxT with 

empty arrows) (D). 

Fig. 3. Brain-behavior relationship. (A) Plot 

showing the significant relationship between 

the reorienting effect (shift vs. stay) observed 

in the 𝛽 ERD onset-to-peak duration and target 

discrimination accuracy.(B) Scatter plot of the 

individual reaction times; the blue and red col- 

ors are respectively assigned to RTs below and 

above the individual median split. (C) Compar- 

ison between 𝛽 ERD peak latencies for fast and 

slow valid target discrimination following shift 

cues ( p < 0.05). 
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n the ERS peak amplitude. There was a significant main effect of Cue

ype ( 𝜃: F 1,17 = 5.1, p < 0.05) across both DAN and VIS networks ( Fig. 4 A,

). No other interaction effect involving Cue Type was found in the 𝜃

and. The whole-brain analysis indicated that this early 𝜃 ERS involved

ultiple regions ( p < 0.05, Fig. 4 D using spheres with larger size) across

ultiple networks ( p < 0.05, Fig. 4 C). They include the temporo-parietal

unction (right > left), inferior insula, frontal operculum and anterior cin-

ulate that correspond to VAN, FPN, and CO networks. These regions

nd networks belong to the right dominant ventral attention network

nd bilateral control networks that are modulated in fMRI by reorient-

ng, task initiation, and task offset ( Dosenbach et al., 2007 ; Seeley et al.,

007 ; Corbetta et al., 2008 ). 

.5. VIS-specific modulations in 𝛼 and 𝛾 bands during shifts of attention 

In the visual cortex, two main modulations were observed follow-

ng the onset of the cue: a sustained ERD in the 𝛼 band ( Fig. 5 ) and a
7 
ransient high 𝛽/ 𝛾 band ERS ( Fig. 6 ). These modulations were localized

n LxT VIS ROIs ( Fig. 1 E). In the 𝛼 band, the three-way ANOVA on the

RD amplitude revealed a significant three-way interaction (F 1,17 = 11.0,

 < 0.005), indicating a stronger ERD for contralateral shift cues as

ompared to both ipsilateral shift ( p < 0.05) and contralateral stay

 p < 0.005) cues only in VIS regions ( Fig. 5 A). Interestingly, the ERD

mplitude was also greater for ipsilateral compared to contralateral stay

ues ( p < 0.05). No effects involving Cue Type were found on ERD onset-

o-peak duration (all p -values > 0.05). 

These effects indicate that the 𝛼 band ERD is hemifield specific

nd occurs predominantly in visual occipital regions. The ERD ampli-

ude modulates following a shift in the hemifield-specific allocation of

ttention (contra shift > ipsi shift and contra stay). These modulations

re consistent with the classic 𝛼 band ERD previously described (e.g.,

auseng et al. 2005 , Thut et al. 2006 , see discussion). 

The high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 band ERS was transient and late in the delay after

he cue ( Fig. 6 ). The three-way ANOVA on ERS onset-to-peak dura-
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Fig. 4. Network and spatially unselective 

THETA power modulations. (A, B) A priori 

analysis on DAN TxT and VIS LxT. (A) Violin 

plots showing ERS peak amplitude in 𝜃 band 

following stay (ST) and shift (SH) cues and the 

significant main effect of cue type. (B) Group 

average waveforms of the power modulations 

following stay and shift cues at the respon- 

sive frequency averaged across networks. (C-D) 

Whole-brain analysis. (C) Bar plot showing net- 

work averaged ERS peak amplitude where the 

significant ( p < 0.05) differences between shift 

and stay cues are indicated with asterisks. (D) 

Differences in 𝜃 ERS peak amplitude between 

shift and stay cues in the extended set of ROIs 

represented by spheres on a standard brain in 

lateral and dorsal views. 
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ion showed a significant three-way interaction (F 1,17 = 5.0, p < 0.05),

xplained by longer ERS for contralateral versus ipsilateral shift cues

 p < 0.05) only in VIS regions ( Fig. 6 A). No significant effects were found

n ERS amplitude (F 1,17 = 0.3, p > 0.05) or onset (F 1,17 = 0.2, p > 0.05).

he whole-brain analysis localizes this modulation specifically to lateral

isual occipital cortex near/at the middle temporal area (MT) contralat-

rally to the field of attention, especially for shift cues ( Figs. 6 C, D). The

hole-brain network analysis confirms the localization to the visual net-

ork for both 𝛼 band and high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 band modulations ( Figs. 5 C, D, 6 C,

). 

In summary, spatially selective modulations of occipital regions in-

lude a sustained 𝛼 desynchronization, concurrent with the 𝛽 band

esynchronization of control fronto-parietal regions, and a late transient

igh-frequency high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 synchronization contralateral to the shift of at-

ention. Since the cue consisted of a color change occuring both ipsilat-

rally and contralaterally, this high-frequency modulation is consistent

ith a boost of sensory processing at the new attended location in ad-

ance of the target, rather than a mere sensory response to the shifting

ue. 

.6. Different rhythms at different times during reorienting 

The separate frequency-specific modulations described above were

ll triggered by the presentation of a visual peripheral cue (a color
8 
hange) instructing the observer either to stay on the same stream of

isual stimuli or shift to the contralateral stream. The operation of shift-

ng attention was behaviorally “covert ”, as indexed by the stability of

ye movements, but produced a cascade of concurrent oscillatory effects

hat engaged different parts of the brain at different latencies, and with

ifferent time courses. Fig. 7 shows a qualitative scheme of these differ-

nt oscillatory modulations displayed using the whole-brain analysis. 

The presentation of the cue triggers a widespread theta synchro-

ization at around 330 ms that involves both visual and dorsal at-

ention regions, but also regions that belong to the ventral attention,

rontoparietal, and cingulo-opercular networks. Around 400–450 ms,

egions of the DAN (FEF, IPS) manifest a beta desynchronization that

s longer when attention shifts. The degree of desynchronization is be-

aviorally relevant as it is associated with target discrimination perfor-

ance. Nearly concurrently, occipital regions begin to desynchronize

n the alpha band. Finally, the occipital cortex contralateral to an at-

ention shift shows a focal high beta/gamma enhancement at around

00 ms post-cue. This response is not due to the presentation of a target

ut reflects enhancement for the attended stream of stimuli. 

To quantitatively test this sequence, we compared ERD/ERS onset-

o-peak duration and peak latency during shifts of attention between

ifferent bands through one-way ANOVAs with frequency ( 𝜃, 𝛼, low-

, high- 𝛽/ 𝛾) as the within-subject factor. This analysis was run on the

MRI localized ROIs of the DAN and VIS networks. Of note, the differ-
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Fig. 5. VIS selective ALPHA power modula- 

tions. (A, B) A priori analysis on DAN TxT and 

VIS LxT. (A) Violin plots showing the signifi- 

cant Network by Cue Type by Cue Side interac- 

tion on ERD peak amplitude in the 𝛼 band. (B) 

Group average waveforms of the power mod- 

ulations in the 𝛼 band following contralateral 

stay and contralateral shift cues (left graph) 

and following contralateral and ipsilateral shift 

cues (right graph) at the responsive frequency 

for VIS LxT. (C, D) Whole-brain analysis. (C) 

Bar plot showing network averaged 𝛼 ERD 

peak amplitude following contralateral shift 

and contralateral stay cues and their differ- 

ences in the extended set of ROIs. (D) Bar plot 

showing network averaged 𝛼 ERD peak am- 

plitude following contralateral and ipsilateral 

shift cues and their differences in the extended 

set of ROIs. 

Fig. 6. VIS selective HIGH-BETA/GAMMA 

power modulations. (A, B) A priori analysis 

on DAN TxT and VIS LxT. (A) Violin plots show- 

ing the significant Network by Cue Type by 

Cue Side interaction on ERS onset-to-peak du- 

ration in the high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 band. (B) Group aver- 

age waveforms of the power modulations in the 

high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 band following contralateral and ip- 

silateral shift cues at the responsive frequency 

for VIS LxT. (C, D) Whole-brain analysis. Bar 

plot showing network averaged high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 ERS 

onset-to-peak duration following contralateral 

and ipsilateral shift cues (C) and their differ- 

ences in the extended set of ROIs (D). 

9 
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Fig. 7. Summary of significant shift-related power modulations in DAN TxT and VIS LxT regions. The sequence of different processes involved in the reorienting 

of attention to the contralateral hemifield and the associated rhythm modulations in DAN TxT regions and the VIS LxT. (A, B) Representation of the attentional 

processes involved in the reorienting response. (C) Modulated networks are indicated by blue (ERD) and red (ERS) spheres on an inflated brain representation. (D) 

Significant effects on ERD/ERS properties ( i.e. onset, peak amplitude, and onset-to-peak duration) are represented as schematic waveforms. 
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nt temporal spread of the oscillatory modulations across frequencies,

ue to the variable wavelet duration, was considered by rescaling the

RD/ERS onset-to-peak duration of each frequency band to the corre-

ponding wavelet duration. 

The results of the ANOVA revealed significant differences between

requency bands for both the peak latency (F 3,51 = 4.5, p < 0.01) and

nset-to-peak duration (F 3,51 = 7.4, p < 0.0001) of ERD/ERS. Post hoc

ests showed that peak latency of 𝜃 ERS occurred before that measured

n other bands (all ps < 0.05), supporting the involvement of 𝜃 rhythm

s an early alert/resetting signal. Moreover, power modulations of 𝛼

nd low- 𝛽 bands, observed respectively in VIS and DAN regions, peaked

t around the same latency (all p- values > 0.05), but were more sus-

ained (longer onset-to-peak duration, all p s < 0.05), compared to those

bserved for high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 in VIS regions. These temporal properties further

upport the hypothesis that the prolonged shift-related desynchroniza-

ion of the 𝛽 band represents the spectral signature of the control signal

n DAN regions during reorienting. In contrast, the spatially selective

odulations of ERD/ERS parameters observed in VIS regions could re-

ect the preparatory ( 𝛼) and the stimulus-induced boosting (high- 𝛽/ 𝛾)

f the sensory processing at the new cued location. 

. Discussion 

In this study, we combined MEG recordings, a continuous attention

aradigm not confounded by target- and response-related processes, and

oth fMRI localized ROIs in the DAN and VIS network, as well as whole-

rain analysis across nine different brain networks, to identify oscilla-

ory mechanisms associated with the visual reorienting response in the

uman brain. Consistently with previous studies ( Sauseng et al., 2005 ;

roskovec et al., 2018 ), we confirm that the reorienting response is as-

ociated with multiple frequency-specific modulations of oscillatory ac-

ivity that unfold concurrently in time across the brain. 

We further highlight several novel results. First, by using strong fMRI

patial priors built on previous studies ( Shulman et al., 2009 , 2010 ;

padone et al., 2015 ), our study allowed a clear association between

rain regions/networks and modulations of oscillatory activity, con-

rmed by whole-brain analyses. We found a 𝜃 rhythm synchronization

ccurring in multiple control networks which is consistent with a reset

ignal triggered by the detection of a behaviorally relevant event that
10 
equires a change of the task set. Moreover, thanks to our pure reori-

nting paradigm, we clearly distinguished between reorienting-related

odulations in 𝛼, low- 𝛽, and high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 bands that are often confounded

oth in terms of their anatomical system and relevant attention process.

otably, within this cascade of oscillatory responses, we demonstrated

he behavioral significance of the prolonged 𝛽 desynchronization in the

AN, and especially in the FEF, which likely reflects control signals in-

olved in re-routing information processing across hemifields. 

.1. 𝛽 band suppression and the control of visuospatial attention 

The DAN is recruited when observers direct their spatial attention

ased on either internal goals (endogenous or goal-driven) or distinc-

ive sensory stimuli (exogenous or stimulus-driven) ( Corbetta and Shul-

an, 2002 ; Corbetta et al., 2008 ) . This study demonstrated that re-

rienting, as compared to maintaining, attention induced a more sus-

ained desynchronization in the low- 𝛽 band that was selectively ob-

erved in the DAN, especially in the FEF. Crucially, this prolonged

esynchronization was positively associated with task performance, in

erms of both accuracy and speed of target discrimination. Control anal-

ses ruled out an explanation of these modulations in terms of mo-

or preparation ( Pfurtscheller, 1981 ; Crone et al., 1998 ; Wang, 2010 ).

oreover, the anatomical specificity (see the whole-brain analysis) and

he sustained and relatively late peak latency ( ∼450 ms) do not sup-

ort an interpretation of this effect as a general "arousal signal" to shift

ues ( Wrobel, 2000 ). Our interpretation is that the prolonged 𝛽 band

esynchronization observed in the DAN, especially in FEF, reflects the

e-routing of information processing from one hemisphere/visual sys-

em to the other, and the maintenance of top-down preparation of vi-

ual representations before the target arrives, consistently with mul-

iple fMRI studies (e.g. Sylvester et al. 2007 ). The need for specific

hift-related control signals (reviewed in Corbetta and Shulman 2002 ,

orbetta et al. 2008 ) explains the prolonged modulation for shift as com-

ared to stay cues. Our results extend previous EEG/MEG studies that

ave also revealed beta (and alpha) desynchronization in the prepara-

ory period following a spatial orienting cue (e.g. Siegel et al., 2008 ).

oreover, the relevance of the temporal dynamics of 𝛽 oscillations for

eorienting performance broadens our knowledge on the role of this
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hythmical activity for performance in visual tasks ( Gross et al., 2004 ;

onner et al., 2007 ; Chanes et al., 2013 ). 

Within the DAN, a prominent role in reorienting seems to be played

y the prefrontal regions. Our results complement previous evidence

bout the causal role of the FEF in shifts of attention ( Grosbras and

aus, 2002 ; Duecker et al., 2013 ; Heinen et al., 2017 ). For instance,

 recent TMS study employing a visuospatial attention task showed

hat temporary perturbation of neural activity in right FEF impairs

arget detection specifically after shift cues ( Heinen et al., 2017 ).

ur results are also consistent with the results of directional analy-

es supporting a prominent top-down role of FEF on posterior pari-

tal and occipital visual regions obtained in fMRI ( Bressler et al., 2008 ;

padone et al., 2015 ); MEG ( Popov et al., 2017 ), and micro-stimulation

tudies ( Moore and Armstrong, 2003 ). 

In summary, several properties of the 𝛽 band modulation observed

n the DAN, such as its spatial distribution, temporal profile, and rela-

ionship with behavioral performance are compatible with its involve-

ent in the control of attentional reorienting. The long-lasting 𝛽 band

uppression might reflect the influence of the high-order areas over the

isual periphery, acting as to pre-establish novel (sensory) representa-

ions before the target arrives. These representations might be on the

op of the rerouting of the information across hemispheres, with the 𝛽

and playing a crucial role in the long-distance signaling along feedback

athways ( Wang, 2010 ). 

.2. 𝜃-band early reset modulation 

Previous fMRI studies have related the reorienting response to the

ecruitment of the VAN, DAN, and CON. Visuospatial attention fMRI

tudies found a specific response in both VAN (right temporo-parietal,

ight inferior frontal), and DAN (IPS, FEF) regions when subjects re-

riented attention to a novel location (reviewed in Corbetta and Shul-

an 2002 ; see also Shulman et al. 2009 on a similar task). However,

ater studies showed the same regions/networks to respond also to the

nset/offset of task sets (e.g., Dosenbach et al. 2008 ). This led to the

ore general hypothesis that the reorienting modulation in these re-

ions reflects ‘interrupt’ or ‘network reset’ activity signaling the presence

f novel behaviorally relevant stimuli that require a change in task set

 Corbetta et al., 2008 ) . Importantly, EEG studies and subsequent ECoG

tudies demonstrated that this signal is not ‘early’ but reflects a post-

etection adjustment, akin to a P300 response ( Corbetta et al., 2008 ;

aitch et al., 2013 ). 

In this study, we show a transient 𝜃 ERS modulation with a la-

ency of about 300 ms stronger for reorienting (shift > stay) involving

AN, FPN, CO, but also DAN and VIS networks ( Corbetta et al., 2008 ;

osenbach et al., 2008 ). Several properties of the 𝜃 rhythm modula-

ion (i.e. transient, short-latency, amplitude modulation, independence

rom cue side) are consistent with an alert/reset signal that helps in the

econfiguration of task networks, as proposed by previous fMRI work

 Corbetta et al., 2008 ). 

Notably, theta ERS modulations have been also observed in recent

EG ( Proskovec et al., 2018 ) and ECoG ( Daitch et al., 2013 ) studies that

xamined reorienting responses using a Posner-like paradigm. However,

ur task is unique as it allows a precise isolation of reorienting processes

shift vs. stay cues) independently of visual stimulation, target detec-

ion, response preparation/execution. Also, our combined fMRI-driven

OI and whole-brain analysis allow for a complete description of the

natomy of this modulation as compared to previous studies. 

.3. 𝛼 and high- 𝛽/ 𝛾 bands visual occipital modulations 

In agreement with a vast EEG/MEG literature on the roles of alpha

nd gamma rhythms in visual processing ( Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010 ;

astos et al., 2015 ; Gregoriou et al., 2015 ; Jensen et al., 2015 ), shift cues

urther induced an expected contralateral modulation of both 𝛼 (greater
11 
RD for contra vs. ipsilateral shift cues) and low- 𝛾 (longer ERS for con-

ra vs. ipsilateral shift cues) specifically in the visual regions (see the

hole-brain analysis for spatial specificity). The pre-stimulus suppres-

ion of 𝛼 activity in visual regions is consistent with the result of previous

EG/MEG studies associating decrements/increments of 𝛼 power to en-

anced/inhibited information processing, respectively, during orienting

f attention ( Thut et al., 2006 ; Siegel et al., 2008 ; Capotosto et al., 2009 ;

azaheri et al., 2014 ; D’Andrea et al., 2019 ), and other cognitive tasks

 Capotosto et al., 2017 ; Spadone et al., 2017 , 2020 ). A shift-related ef-

ect on 𝛼 oscillations has also been found in previous studies looking at

arget-induced reorienting ( Sauseng et al., 2005 ; Proskovec et al., 2018 ).

The contralateral selective modulation of the 𝛼 ERD amplitude

hroughout the cue-target period is consistent with a preparatory mod-

lation of sensory processing in the visual cortex in the anticipation of

he target, possibly reflecting stronger inhibition of previously attended

isual stimuli after shift cues. 

In contrast, the observed modulation of ERS duration in the 𝛾 band

ccurred late in the visual cortex, supporting its role in the modulation

f sensory processing at the newly attended location, through the ampli-

cation of feedforward signals, following an attention shift ( Fries, 2009 ;

regoriou et al., 2009 ). The continuous sensory stimulation character-

zing the present paradigm likely explains why this modulation was ob-

erved before the target presentation, consistent with a previous report

f 𝛾 synchronizations in monkey visual cortex during pre-stimulus at-

ention selection ( Fries et al., 2001 ). 

.4. A cascade of neurophysiological mechanisms involved in attentional 

eorienting 

Our work shows, for the first time in the same experiment, a cas-

ade of frequency-specific modulations that unfolds over time, reflect-

ng different aspects of the reorienting response. As shown in Fig. 7 , a

heta band synchronization of task-relevant networks (DAN, VIS), and

dditional control networks (VAN, CO, FPN) reflects an early alert/reset

ignal. Concurrently, the DAN implements the re-routing of relevant in-

ormation across hemispheres (visual fields) through a sustained desyn-

hronization of the low- 𝛽 band, especially in FEF. In the visual sys-

em, the reorienting response manifests locally with well-known alpha

esynchronization stronger contralaterally to shift cues. Based on cur-

ent models (e.g. Jensen and Mazaheri 2010 ) this modulation reflects

he inhibition of previously attended visual stimuli. Finally, preparatory

rocesses indexed by 𝛾-band synchronization may reflect anticipatory

oosting of stimulus processing at the new location, which lasts longer

or shift than stay cues. 

Finally, to complement the results presented in this work, future in-

estigations could analyze the functional interaction between the task-

elevant regions of the DAN and VIS during attentional reorienting. 
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